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Friday 4th December 2020 
H/Com/OL/Gen/Daily Mile 

 
 
Dear Parents/Carers, of Years 1 - 6 
 
I am pleased to announce, that we now have our Daily Mile track in place for us to use. As staff, we 
are concerned that COVID has negatively affected the extra-curricular activities and fitness that 
children are able to take part in, especially now the evenings are darker. We aim for the children to 
be able to walk or run each day to improve their mental and physical health. Research has shown 
that this daily exercise will not only increase fitness but also concentration levels in class and overall 
happiness. It is a simple and effective way of enabling every child to be active every day in a safe 
environment.  
 
We are aiming to build time into the curriculum for children to start jogging or walking in the safety of 
their own playground. It is important that everyone has fun taking part – it is not P.E. and it is not 
competitive. This also gives an opportunity for children to build relationships, confidence and 
resilience. This can be summed up as ‘Fun, Fresh Air, Friends, Fitness and Focus’.  
 
Steps to Daily Mile Success 
 
QUICK - It takes just 10 minutes with no time spent changing, setting up or tidying up. Transitions 
between working in class and running the daily route should be slick. 
 
FUN - The Daily Mile is a physical activity in a social setting and must be fun for the children. They 
can chat to their friends as they walk or run along, enjoying the experience together.  
 
WHEN TO GO - The Daily Mile will happen during curriculum time and every day. It’s always fully 
inclusive – every child, every day. Being out together in the fresh air is great for their mental and 
physical health. Children will take part in their Bubbles. 
 
CLOTHES - The children run in their school clothes without changing into kit; jackets on if it’s cold 
or damp and jumpers off if it is warm. If suitable, children may use the outdoor footwear they bring 
in for lunchtimes if they wish. 
 
OWN PACE -The children go at their own pace - it is not a race.  
 
We will let you know how it goes. We are excited to get going on this next week. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Mr Hughes  
Hillside Sports Coach 
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